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Algonquin Books. Paperback. Condition: New. 400 pages. The stunning vistas of the Rocky
Mountains reveal a dark and deadly side in this brilliantly conceived thriller about family ties and
the fight for survival. Descent, the story of a family undone by the disappearance of a daughter who
went out for a morning run and didnt come back, is stunning in its emotional impact--a
compulsively readable page-turner with a strong literary sensibility. The girls vanishing--on a
sunny, late-summer vacation morning--all the more devastating for its mystery, is the beginning of
the familys harrowing journey down increasingly divergent and solitary paths, until all that
continues to bind them to each other are the questions they can never bring themselves to ask: At
what point does a family stop searching At what point does a girl stop fighting for her lifeJohnston
captures every emotion, every terrifying thought, every moment of loneliness, from the
perspectives of everyone in the family-as each in his or her own way assumes responsibility for their
collective loss. And in the father we see the last flicker of hope as he pursues every angle and refuses
to give up in his belief that his daughter is still alive. Ultimately...
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Merely no words to spell out. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am happy to explain how this is actually the very best
publication we have go through within my personal daily life and can be he best ebook for at any time.
-- Althea Christiansen-- Althea Christiansen

Extensive information! Its this type of excellent study. I have read and i am sure that i will gonna go through yet again once more down the road. Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Aliyah Mayer-- Aliyah Mayer
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